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Abstract—Although quality indicators play a crucial role in
benchmarking evolutionary multi-objective optimization algo-
rithms, their properties are still unclear. One promising approach
for understanding quality indicators is the use of the optimal
distribution of objective vectors that optimizes each quality indi-
cator. However, it is difficult to obtain the optimal distribution for
each quality indicator, especially when its theoretical property is
unknown. Thus, optimal distributions for most quality indicators
have not been well investigated. To address these issues, first, we
propose a problem formulation of finding the optimal distribution
for each quality indicator on an arbitrary Pareto front. Then, we
approximate the optimal distributions for nine quality indicators
using the proposed problem formulation. We analyze the nine
quality indicators using their approximated optimal distributions
on eight types of Pareto fronts of three-objective problems.
Our analysis demonstrates that uniformly-distributed objective
vectors over the entire Pareto front are not optimal in many
cases. Each quality indicator has its own optimal distribution for
each Pareto front. We also examine the consistency among the
nine quality indicators.
Index Terms—Evolutionary multi-objective optimization, qual-
ity indicators, optimal distributions of objective vectors
I. INTRODUCTION
MULTI-OBJECTIVE optimization problems (MOPs) ap-pear in real-world applications. Since no solution can
simultaneously optimize multiple objective functions in gen-
eral, the goal of MOPs is usually to find a Pareto optimal
solution preferred by a decision maker [1]. When no informa-
tion about the decision maker’s preference is available, an “a
posteriori” decision making is performed. The decision maker
selects a final solution from a non-dominated solution set
that approximates the Pareto front in the objective space. An
evolutionary multi-objective optimization algorithm (EMOA)
is frequently used for the “a posteriori” decision making [2].
In multi-objective optimization, a vector that consists of all
objective values of a solution is referred to as an objective
vector. In this paper, we are interested in the distribution
of objective vectors in the objective space, rather than the
distribution of solutions in the solution space. Two terms
“objective vector” and “solution” are used synonymously in
some previous studies (e.g., [3], [4], [5]). For the sake of
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clarity, we distinguish the two terms. That is, solutions in the
objective space are always referred to as objective vectors in
this paper. We also assume that the number of objective vectors
is bounded by the population size µ.
Most quality indicators evaluate the quality of an objective
vector set in terms of at least one of the three criteria (the
convergence, the uniformity, and the spread) [6], [7], [8], [5].
Although a number of quality indicators have been proposed
in the literature, we focus on unary quality indicators that
map µ objective vectors to a real number. Representative
quality indicators include hypervolume (HV) [9], the additive
-indicator (I+) [7], and inverted generational distance (IGD)
[10]. Since the performance of EMOAs is discussed based on
the quality of obtained objective vector sets, quality indicators
play a central role in benchmarking EMOAs. Although this
paper does not address the cardinality of an objective vector
set, it does not mean that the cardinality is less important.
As pointed out in [5], the cardinality is one of important
aspects when the size of the Pareto front is relatively small
(e.g., combinatorial MOPs [11]). Since we address only non-
dominated objective vectors on the Pareto front of a continuous
MOPs in this paper, we do not analyze the cardinality-based
quality indicators.
One of the critical issues in quality indicators is that
their properties are not always obvious. Thus, some quality
indicators are likely to provide misleading information about
the quality of objective vector sets. HV is maximized by non-
uniform objective vectors when the Pareto front is nonlinear
[12]. Although the original generalized spread (∆) for bi-
objective problems [13] can evaluate the uniformity of given
objective vectors, its extended version for problems with more
than two objectives [14] overestimates the uniformity of non-
uniform objective vectors in some cases [15], [5].
Since understanding the properties of quality indicators
is necessary for the development of EMOAs in the right
direction, some analysis studies have been presented in the
literature. One of the most promising approaches is the use of
the optimal distribution of objective vectors that optimizes a
given quality indicator. A distribution of µ objective vectors
is said to be the optimal µ-distribution if it optimizes a
quality indicator [16]. The optimal µ-distribution can explain
which distribution of objective vectors is highly evaluated by
each quality indicator. For example, the optimal µ-distribution
for IGD does not contain objective vectors on the edges of
the linear Pareto front in some cases [3]. Thus, IGD may
overestimate an objective vector set with a poor spread. The
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2optimal µ-distribution helps an indirect analysis of each quality
indicator in this manner.
Although the optimal µ-distributions for HV and IGD
can be obtained on the linear Pareto front of two objective
problems [12], [3], it is difficult to obtain the optimal µ-
distributions for other quality indicators in an exact manner,
especially problems with more than two objectives. Thus,
approximated optimal µ-distributions are used for the analysis
of quality indicators. In general, an approximated optimal µ-
distribution is obtained in an analytical or empirical manner
[12], [17], [18], [19], [3]. However, existing analytical and
empirical approaches have some limitations. Analytical ap-
proaches utilize some specific properties of a quality indicator
(e.g., the decomposability of the HV calculation [18]). For this
reason, analytical approaches can be applied only to quality
indicators whose theoretical properties are clear (e.g., HV for
two- and three-objective problems [12], [18] and I+ only for
two-objective problems [19]). Empirical approaches translate
the problem of finding the optimal µ-distribution on the Pareto
front into a black-box single-objective continuous optimization
problem. Then, the optimal µ-distribution is approximated
using a derivative-free optimizer. For example, the optimal
µ-distribution for R2 was approximated by CMA-ES [20] in
[17]. Although empirical approaches are more flexible than
analytical approaches, empirical approaches have been applied
to only a few quality indicators, including HV [12] and R2
[17]. In addition, most previous studies addressed only two-
objective problems. This is because it is not obvious how to
formulate the problem of finding the optimal µ-distribution
on a multi-objective problem with more than two objectives.
For these reasons, the (approximated) optimal µ-distributions
for most quality indicators on problems with more than two
objectives have not been well analyzed in the literature.
To address these issues, first, we propose a problem formu-
lation of finding the optimal µ-distribution for each quality in-
dicator on a Pareto front in an arbitrary-dimensional objective
space. Then, we approximate the optimal µ-distribution for
each of the following nine quality indicators on a Pareto front
in a three-dimensional objective space: HV, IGD, IGD plus
(IGD+) [21], R2, new R2 (NR2) [22], I+, s-energy (SE) [23],
∆, and pure diversity (PD) [24]. We analyze the nine quality
indicators using their approximated optimal µ-distributions on
eight types of Pareto fronts.
Our main contributions in this paper are as follows:
1) We propose a general problem formulation of finding the
optimal µ-distribution. In contrast to the existing empir-
ical approaches, the proposed formulation can handle
any number of objectives. The proposed formulation is
applicable to any types of the Pareto front (under the
condition that its front shape function is given). Note that
the formulation proposed in [12] and our formulation
can be categorized into set-based optimization [25].
Details are discussed in Section IV.
2) We approximate the optimal µ-distributions for the nine
quality indicators on the Pareto fronts of eight problems
with three objectives. This is the first study to present
the approximated optimal µ-distributions for NR2, ∆,
SE, PD, R2, and I+ for three-objective problems.
3) We analyze the nine quality indicators from the view-
point of the approximated optimal µ-distributions. We
provide insightful information about the nine quality in-
dicators. For example, PD may overestimate an objective
vector set with a small dissimilarity. Our observations
are summarized in Section VII.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides some preliminaries. Section III describes related
studies. Section IV proposes a problem formulation to search
for the optimal distribution of objective vectors. Section V de-
scribes the setting of our computational experiments. Section
VI shows analysis results. Section VII concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Definition of multi-objective optimization problems (MOPs)
We suppose a multi-objective minimization problem in this
paper. A continuous MOP is to find a solution x ∈ S that
minimizes a given objective function vector f : Rn → Rm.
Here, S ⊆ Rn is the n-dimensional solution space, and Rm is
the m-dimensional objective space. Thus, n is the number of
decision variables, and m is the number of objective functions.
A solution x1 is said to dominate x2 iff fi(x1) ≤ fi(x2)
for all i ∈ {1, ...,m} and fi(x1) < fi(x2) for at least one
index i. In addition, x1 is said to weakly dominate x2 iff
fi(x1) ≤ fi(x2) for all i ∈ {1, ...,m}. If x∗ is not dominated
by any other solutions in S, x∗ is a Pareto optimal solution.
The set of all x∗ is the Pareto optimal solution set. The set
of all f(x∗) is the Pareto front. The goal of MOPs for the “a
posteriori” decision making is to find a non-dominated solution
set that approximates the Pareto front in the objective space.
B. Quality indicators
For the sake of simplicity, we denote the objective vector
f(x) =
(
f1(x), ..., fm(x)
)T
as a = (a1, ..., am)T, where
ai = fi(x) for i ∈ {1, ...,m}. Let A = {a1, ...,aµ} be a set
of µ objective vectors, where µ is the population size.
Let Ω be a set of all possible objective vector sets. A unary
quality indicator I : Ω → R evaluates the quality of A in
terms of at least one of the convergence, the uniformity, and
the spread. I is said to be Pareto-compliant iff the ranking
of all objective vector sets in Ω by I is consistent with the
Pareto dominance relation (for details, see [26]). In this paper,
we define the convergence, the uniformity, and the spread as
follows. The convergence of A means how close objective
vectors in A are to the Pareto front. The uniformity of A
means how uniform the distribution of objective vectors in A
is. The spread of A means how well objective vectors in A
cover the entire Pareto front. As pointed out in [5], the spread
is not equal to the extensity, which represents the length of
the boundaries of A. A combination of the uniformity and
the spread is referred to as “diversity” in the evolutionary
multi-objective optimization (EMO) community. Fig. S.1 in
the supplementary file shows examples of distributions of
objective vectors in the three cases on the linear Pareto front
with m = 2.
Below, we explain the following nine quality indicators
used in this paper: HV, IGD, IGD+, R2, NR2, I+, SE,
3∆, and PD. We do not consider convergence-based quality
indicators, such as generational distance (GD) [27], which
evaluate the quality of an objective vector set A in terms only
of the convergence. This is because the optimal µ-distribution
for such a quality indicator is obvious. A is optimal for
convergence-based quality indicators if all elements in A are
on the Pareto front regardless of their distribution. For the
same reason, we do not consider cardinality-based quality
indicators, such as overall non-dominated vector generation
(ONVG) [28], which evaluate the quality of A based on the
number of non-dominated solutions. For example, all of A1,
A2, and A3 in Fig. S.1 are optimal for both GD and ONVG.
Below, R is a set of m-dimensional reference vectors
that approximate the Pareto front in the objective space. The
reference point q = (q1, ..., qm)T ∈ Rm is used for the HV
and NR2 calculations. It should be noted that q 6∈ R.
1) Hypervolume (HV): Since HV [9] is the only Pareto-
compliant quality indicator known so far [29], HV is one of
the most popular quality indicators. The HV value of A is the
volume of the area that is dominated by objective vectors in
A and bounded by the reference point q as follows:
HV(A) = volume
( ⋃
a∈A
[a1, q1]× ...× [am, qm]
)
, (1)
where the function “volume” in (1) is the Lebesgue measure.
A large HV value indicates that A approximates the Pareto
front well in terms of both convergence and diversity.
2) Inverted generational distance (IGD): IGD [10] evalu-
ates the quality of A in terms of both convergence and diver-
sity. IGD measures the average distance from each reference
vector r in R to its nearest objective vector a in A as follows:
IGD(A) =
1
|R|
∑
r∈R
min
a∈A
{
d(a, r)
} , (2)
where d(a, r) in (2) is the distance between a and r.
IGD uses the following Euclidean distance: dIGD(a, r) =√∑m
i=1(ai − ri)2.
3) IGD plus (IGD+): Since IGD is not Pareto compliant,
IGD may incorrectly evaluate the quality of A that contains
non-converged objective vectors [21], [30]. IGD+ [21] ad-
dresses the issue in IGD. While IGD is Pareto non-compliant,
IGD+ is weakly Pareto compliant. The IGD+ value of A
is the average distance from each reference vector r to its
nearest objective vector in the dominated region by A [31].
Although the IGD+ value of A is calculated using (2), d is
replaced by the following distance function: dIGD+(a, r) =√∑m
i=1
(
max{ai − ri, 0}
)2
. It should be noted that small IGD
and IGD+ values are preferable whereas large HV values are
preferable.
In addition to IGD+, the averaged Hausdorff distance indi-
cator (∆p) [30] addresses the issue in IGD. When all elements
in A are on the Pareto front and R has a large number of
uniformly distributed reference vectors over the entire Pareto
front (as in our computational experiments in this paper), the
∆p value of A is equal to the IGD value of A in general.
Actually, the IGD and ∆p values are the same for all of the
obtained solution sets in this paper. For this reason, we do
not report experimental results for ∆p. Of course, the above-
mentioned relationship between ∆p and IGD does not always
hold depending on A and R.
4) The additive -indicator (I+): Here, we describe the
unary version of I+ [7]. The I+ value of two objective
vectors a and r is given as follows:
Ivec+ (a, r) = max
i∈{1,...,m}
{ai − ri}, (3)
where the Ivec+ (a, r) value is the minimal shift such that a
weakly dominates r. It should be noted that Ivec+ (a, r) 6=
Ivec+ (r,a) in (3). I+ evaluates how well A approximates the
reference vector set R as follows:
I+(A) = max
r∈R
{
min
a∈A
{
Ivec+ (a, r)
}}
, (4)
where the I+ value of A in (4) is the minimal shift such that
each reference objective vector in R is weakly dominated by
at least one objective vector in A. A small I+ value indicates
that the correspondingA is a good approximation of the Pareto
front in terms of both convergence and diversity.
5) R2: Although three R indicators are proposed in [32],
the following R2 indicator is the most widely used one:
R2(A) =
1
|W |
∑
w∈W
min
a∈A
{
gtch(a,w)
}
, (5)
gtch(a,w) = max
i∈{1,...,m}
{
wi|ai − z∗i |
}
, (6)
where W in (5) is a set of weight vectors. For each w =
(w1, ..., wm)
T ∈ W , 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1 for i ∈ {1, ...,m} and∑m
i=1 wi = 1. In (6), g
tch : Rm → R is the weighted
Tchebycheff function, and z∗ = (z∗1 , ..., z
∗
m)
T is the ideal
point. The i-th element z∗i of z
∗ is the minimum value of
the i-th objective function over the Pareto front. According to
[5], R2 with a tuned z∗ works well on various problems with
m = 2. A small R2 value indicates that A approximates the
Pareto front well in terms of both convergence and diversity.
6) New R2 indicator (NR2): Although the Pareto compli-
ance of HV is attractive, the computation time for the HV
calculation increases exponentially with the number of objec-
tives m. To address this issue, the method of approximating
the HV value using R2 is proposed in [33]. The following
NR2 [22] is an improved version of R2 to obtain a better
approximation of the HV value:
NR2(A) =
1
|W |
∑
w∈W
min
a∈A
{
gmtch(a,w)
}m
, (7)
gmtch(a,w) = max
i∈{1,...,m}
{ |qi − ai|
wi
}
, (8)
where gmtch in (8) is a modified version of gtch. If wi = 0
in (8), wi was set to 10−6 to avoid division by zero. Similar
to HV, NR2 uses the reference point q. A large NR2 value
indicates that the correspondingA has a good HV value. Since
NR2 was designed to approximate the HV value, it is expected
that their optimal µ-distributions are similar to each other.
However, such an expectation has not been verified in the
literature. To address this issue, we examine the approximated
optimal µ-distribution for NR2 in this paper.
47) s-energy (SE): Although SE [23] was not originally
proposed in the field of EMO, SE is used as a quality indicator
in some studies (e.g., [34]). SE is given as follows:
SE(A) =
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈A\{a}
‖a− b‖−s2 , (9)
where s is usually set to m−1, and ‖a‖p is the Lp norm of a.
If a = b in (9), we set the SE value of A to an infinitely large
value to avoid division by zero. A small SE value indicates
that A has a good uniformity and a good spread.
8) Generalized Spread (∆): The original ∆ indicator [13]
can handle only the two-dimensional objective space. In this
paper, we use an extension of ∆ with respect to m presented in
[14]. ∆ evaluates the quality of A in terms of both uniformity
and spread as follows:
∆(A) =
dext +
∑
a∈A |dist(a,A)− davg|
dext + davg(|A| −m) , (10)
dist(u,V ) = min
v∈V ,v 6=u
‖u− v‖2, (11)
dext =
m∑
i=1
dist(rexti ,A), (12)
davg =
1
|A|
∑
a∈A
dist(a,A), (13)
where the function dist(u,V ) in (11) returns the Euclidean
distance from u to its nearest vector in the set V . In (12),
rexti is the i-th extreme objective vector with the maximum
value of the i-th objective function in R (i ∈ {1, ...,m}). In
(10), dext aims to evaluate the spread of A, while the other
parts aim to evaluate the uniformity of A. A small ∆ value
indicates that A has good spread and uniformity.
9) Pure diversity (PD): PD [24] is an extended version of
the Solow-Polasky diversity indicator [35] for multi-objective
optimization. The PD value of A is based on the dissimilarity
of each objective vector a to A as follows:
PD(A) = max
a∈A
{
PD
(
A \ {a})+ d(a,A \ {a})}, (14)
d(u,V ) = min
v∈V
{‖u− v‖p}, (15)
where the recommended value of p in the Lp norm in (15) is
0.1. Most diversity-based quality indicators (including SE and
∆) evaluate the uniformity of A. In contrast, PD evaluates the
dissimilarity between objective vectors in A.
III. RELATED WORK
This section describes related work. Analysis of quality
indicators can be categorized into two approaches. One is
ranking information based approaches. First, multiple objec-
tive vector sets are ranked by each quality indicator. Then,
the properties of each quality indicator are discussed based on
which objective vector set is highly evaluated by the quality
indicator. The consistency of multiple quality indicators can
also be investigated in this manner. One main drawback of
the ranking information based approaches is that only relative
information can be obtained.
The other is optimal µ-distribution based approaches. As
explained in Section I, the optimal µ-distribution provides
insightful information about the properties of each quality
indicator. One main drawback of the optimal µ-distribution
based approaches is that it is difficult to find the optimal µ-
distributions for quality indicators.
A. Ranking information based approaches
Okabe et al. [8] analyzed 15 quality indicators using objec-
tive vector sets artificially generated on the linear Pareto front
and objective vector sets found by EMOAs on the convex
Pareto front. The results show that some quality indicators
can generate misleading results. Jiang et al. [15] examined six
quality indicators using a pair of objective vector sets on the
linear, convex, and concave Pareto fronts. The results show
that I+, IGD, and HV are consistent with each other on the
convex Pareto front, but IGD is inconsistent with HV on the
concave Pareto front. Ravber et al. [36] investigated 11 quality
indicators using a chess rating system. They used objective
vector sets found by EMOAs on some test problems. The
results show the robustness of HV, I+, and IGD+. However,
the results also show that the three quality indicators do not
equally evaluate the quality of objective vector sets in terms
of the convergence, the uniformity, and the spread.
Wessing and Naujoks [37] analyzed the correlation between
HV, R2, and I+. Their analysis was based on objective vector
sets randomly generated on two- and three-objective problems.
The results based on Pearson’s correlation coefficient show
that HV is highly consistent with R2. Liefooghe and Derbel
[38] examined the correlation between six quality indicators.
They used objective vector sets found by the random search
and NSGA-II [13] on test problems with m ∈ {2, 3}. The
results based on the Kendall rank correlation show that HV
is consistent with R2 and R3. In contrast, I+ and its multi-
plicative version are inconsistent with other quality indicators.
Ishibuchi et al. [39] compared IGD+ with IGD on various
objective vector sets found by NSGA-II on problems with up
to 10 objectives. The results show that IGD+ can evaluate
objective vector sets more accurately than IGD in terms of the
Pareto compliance. In addition to IGD+ and IGD, three quality
indicators (GD, I+, and D1 [32]) were examined. Bezerra et
al. [40] analyzed the relation between IGD+ and IGD on the
linear Pareto front. Various objective vector sets were used
in their analysis. The results show that IGD and IGD+ are
consistent with each other in most cases. The results also show
that IGD may favor objective vectors with a poor spread.
B. Optimal µ-distribution based approaches
It is difficult to obtain the optimal µ-distributions in an
exact manner. Thus, the optimal µ-distributions are generally
approximated by analytical or empirical methods. For the
differences between the two methods, see Section I.
Auger et al. [12] formulated finding the optimal µ-
distribution for HV on two-objective problems as a single-
objective continuous optimization problem. Below, we de-
scribe its problem formulation in a general manner. Our
description significantly differs from the original one.
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Fig. 1: Distributions of five translated objective vectors. The x and
y axes represent f1 (θ) and f2 (F (θ)), respectively.
Let A = {a1, ...,aµ} be a set of µ objective vectors on the
Pareto front. Also, let θi be a real value that determines the
first element (i.e., the value of the first objective f1) of the i-th
objective vector ai (i ∈ {1, ..., µ}) in A. All objective vectors
in the optimal µ-distributions must always be on the Pareto
front. For this restriction, the position of ai for f1 specifies
that for the second objective f2. In [12], a front shape function
F : R → R is used to determine the position of ai for f2 as
follows: ai =
(
θi, F (θi)
)T
. For all i ∈ {1, ..., µ}, θi is in
the range [θmin, θmax], where θmin and θmax are the lower
and upper bounds for θi. Here, θmin and θmax correspond to
the minimum and maximum values of f1 in the Pareto front,
respectively. In this manner, the distribution of µ objective
vectors in A is determined by a vector θ = (θ1, ..., θµ)T.
Fig. 1 shows examples of five objective vectors. In Fig. 1,
the Pareto front is shown by
FDTLZ1(θ) = 0.5− θ (θ ∈ [0, 0.5]), (16)
FDTLZ2(θ) =
√
1− θ2 (θ ∈ [0, 1]), (17)
FZDT1(θ) = 1−
√
θ (θ ∈ [0, 1]), (18)
where FDTLZ1, FDTLZ2, and FZDT1 represent the Pareto
front shapes of DTLZ1 [41], DTLZ2 [41], and ZDT1 [42],
respectively. In Fig. 1, µ = 5, θ = (0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5)T
for FDTLZ1, and θ = (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1)T for FDTLZ2 and
FZDT1. As shown in Fig. 1, distributions of objective vectors
on various Pareto fronts can be examined by changing F .
In summary, finding A that minimizes a quality indicator I
is the same as finding θ that indirectly minimizes I as follows:
minimize I(A) = I
({(
θi, F (θi)
)T | i ∈ {1, ..., µ}}), (19)
where θ is a solution of the problem defined in (19). I that
needs to be maximized (e.g., HV, NR2, and PD) can be
translated as −I without loss of generality. Any derivative-
free optimizer can be used to minimize I in (19).
Auger et al. [12] proposed analytical and empirical methods
of approximating optimal µ-distributions for HV. Details of
the analytical method for each F can be found in the supple-
mentary website of [12] (https://sop.tik.ee.ethz.ch/download/
supplementary/testproblems/). The proposed problem-specific
local search algorithm in [12] for (19) uses variable-wise
perturbation. For each iteration, each θi is perturbed by a value
selected randomly from a normal distribution. Brockhoff et
al. [17] applied CMA-ES [20] to (19) to find the optimal µ-
distributions for R2. Their results show that objective vectors
in the optimal µ-distributions for R2 are densely distributed
in the center of the Pareto front. They also examined the con-
tribution of each objective vector in the optimal µ-distribution
for R2 to HV (and that for HV to R2).
In contrast to the above-mentioned studies [12], [17], the
following studies do not use (19). Bringmann et al. [19]
proposed the analytical method for finding the optimal µ-
distributions for I+ on the Pareto front with m = 2.
The proposed method explicitly exploits the properties of
I+ presented in [43]. The results show that the optimal µ-
distributions for I+ on most Pareto fronts with m = 2 are
uniform. Glasmachers [18] proposed a gradient-based analyt-
ical method for approximating the optimal µ-distributions for
HV on m ∈ {2, 3}. For m = 3, the proposed method in
[18] decomposes the three-dimensional objective space into
cuboids. Then, the proposed method in [18] uses the gradient
of HV based on the cuboids.
Ishibuchi et al. [4] used SMS-EMOA [44] to approximate
the optimal µ-distributions for HV on Pareto fronts of three-
objective problems. SMS-EMOA uses the HV contribution
in the steady-state selection. For each iteration, the worst
individual in terms of the HV contribution is removed from
the last non-domination level. In [4], SMS-EMOA was applied
to the DTLZ and inverted-DTLZ problems whose number
of distance variables is zero. Then, the influence of the
reference vector on the optimal µ-distributions for HV is
examined. Ishibuchi et al. [3] also investigated the optimal µ-
distributions for IGD approximated by a similar approach. The
HV contribution-based selection in SMS-EMOA was replaced
by the IGD contribution-based selection. The optimal µ-
distributions for HV, IGD, and IGD+ approximated by SMS-
EMOA in a similar manner were analyzed in [31]. The results
show that the optimal µ-distributions for IGD are almost
uniform in all problems. The results also show that the optimal
µ-distributions for HV and IGD+ are similar in all problems
when the reference vector for HV is set appropriately.
IV. PROPOSED FORMULATION
Here, we introduce the proposed problem formulation of
finding the optimal µ-distribution for quality indicators on
Pareto fronts for arbitrary number of objectives (m ≥ 2). As
reviewed in Subsection III-B, some methods of approximating
the optimal µ-distributions have been proposed in the litera-
ture. The analytical methods [12], [18], [19] can efficiently
approximate the optimal µ-distributions in a computationally
cheap manner. Unfortunately, they can be applied to only
quality indicators whose theoretical properties are clear (i.e.,
HV and I+). It is questionable whether the empirical methods
using SMS-EMOA [3], [4], [31] can be applied to quality
indicators except for HV, IGD, and IGD+. The empirical
methods based on the problem formulation in (19) are promis-
ing. Although the previous studies [12], [17] addressed only
HV and R2, the approaches using (19) can be applied to
any quality indicators in principle. However, the problem
formulation in (19) can handle only Pareto fronts for m = 2. In
contrast, the proposed problem formulation can handle Pareto
fronts for m ≥ 2. We do not claim that the degenerated version
6of our formulation for m = 2 is better than the formulation in
(19). Note that our formulation for m = 2 is almost the same
as the formulation in (19).
The formulation proposed in [12] for m = 2 and our
formulation for m ≥ 2 are essentially one of the set-
based optimization methods [25]. Test problems constructed
by bottom-up approaches (e.g., DTLZ) have two types of
decision variables [45]. One is position-related variables that
specify the position of an objective vector on the Pareto
front. The other is distance-related variables that determine
the distance between the objective vector and the Pareto front.
Thus, any solutions with only position-related variables are
always on the Pareto front in the objective space. The optimal
µ-distribution for a quality indicator can be approximated by a
set-based method that finds a set of µ solutions (not objective
vectors) with only position-related variables for minimization
of the quality indicator. While we here denote this approach as
the solution set-based approach, we denote the formulations
proposed in [12] and this paper as the objective vector set-
based approach. The main advantage of the objective vector
set-based approach is its simplicity. While the solution set-
based approach needs to handle both solution and objective
spaces, the objective vector set-based approach just needs to
handle only the objective space. We can focus only on the
objective space in the objective vector set-based approach.
This simplicity is beneficial for an analysis of the optimal
µ-distributions as demonstrated in [12].
A. Proposed problem formulation
Below, we explain the proposed formulation for general
cases. Only a disconnected front shape function Fdisconnected
explained in Subsection IV-C requires an alternative formula-
tion. For details, see Subsection S.1-D in the supplementary
file. Finding the optimal µ-distribution for a quality indicator I
on the Pareto front with m objectives is formulated as follows:
minimize I(A), (20)
subject to G(A) ≤ 0,
where G is a constraint function for constrained front shape
functions (e.g., Fc-concave explained in Subsection IV-C). In
contrast to (19), G is added to (20). If a given front shape
function has no constraint, G is eliminated from (20). An
objective vector set A = {a1, ...,aµ} is a translated version of
a solution θ of this problem in a two-phase manner as follows:
A = F (B), (21)
B = translate(θ), (22)
where θ = (θ1, ..., θd)T is a d-dimensional vector, and d =
µ(m − 1). Any single-objective black-box optimizer can be
used to find θ that minimizes I . While the size of θ is µ in
(19), that is d in (21). For all i ∈ {1, ..., d}, θi is in [0, 1].
The function “translate” in (22) translates a d-dimensional
vector θ into a set B = {b1, ..., bµ} that consists of
µ m-dimensional vectors. For each i ∈ {1, ..., µ}, bi =
(bi,1, ..., bi,m)
T, and
∑m
j=1 bi,j = 1. Although bi is an m-
dimensional vector, it is not an objective vector. Subsection
IV-B explains the translation operator in detail.
After translating θ into B in (22), B is further mapped to
the objective vector set A by a front shape function F in (21).
For each i ∈ {1, ..., µ}, an element bi in B corresponds to an
objective vector ai in A. All objective values are normalized
into [0, 1] in our study by using the ideal point z∗ and the
nadir point znadir = (znadir1 , ..., z
nadir
m )
T of each F as follows:
ai := (ai − z∗i )/(znadiri − z∗i ) for each i ∈ {1, ...,m}.
Here, znadiri is the maximum value of the i-th objective
function of the Pareto front. We use the normalization in
order to examine the approximated optimal µ-distributions for
the quality indicators without worrying about the influence of
differently-scaled objective values. Subsection IV-C specifies
how to map B to A by the front shape function F .
B. Translation operator
We explain how the translation operator in (22) maps θ
to B. First, all d elements in θ are divided into µ vector
groups as (θ1, ..., θ1+m−2)T, ..., (θd−m+2, ..., θd)T. For ex-
ample, when µ = 2, m = 3, d = µ(m − 1) = 4, and
θ = (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4)T, 4 elements in θ are divided as
follows: (0.1, 0.2)T and (0.3, 0.4)T. For the sake of simplicity,
we denote (θi, ..., θi+m−2)T as y = (y1, ..., ym−1)T for each
i ∈ {1, 1(m− 1), 2(m− 1), ..., (d−m+ 2)}.
Below, we describe how the (m− 1)-dimensional vector y
is translated into an m-dimensional vector b in B. To obtain
all µ vectors in B, the same operation is repeatedly applied
to y for each i ∈ {1, 1(m − 1), 2(m − 1), ..., (d −m + 2)}.
Each element in b is obtained using the Jaszkiewicz’s method
of generating random weight vectors [46] as follows:
b1 = 1− m−1√y1, (23)
bj =
(
1−
j−1∑
k=1
bk
)(
1− m−1−j√yj
)
,
bm = 1−
m−1∑
k=1
bk,
where j ∈ {2, ...,m − 1} in (23). It should be noted that b
obtained by (23) satisfies the condition
∑m
k=1 bk = 1. Al-
though the Jaszkiewicz’s method was originally proposed for
the weight vector generation in decomposition-based EMOAs,
it can be used to translate y into b in a straightforward manner.
C. Front shape function F
The proposed formulation can be applied to any Pareto front
when its front shape function F is available. In other words,
the proposed formulation cannot be applied to the Pareto front
whose analytical expression (i.e., its front shape function)
is unavailable such as WFG3 [47]. Although various front
shape functions were presented in the previous study [12],
they are only for m = 2. We design front shape functions for
m ≥ 3 based on a method of generating uniformly distributed
reference vectors in representative test problems (e.g., DTLZ
and WFG) presented in [48].
We use eight front shape functions shown in Table I. The
name of the original problems and the shape of the Pareto
fronts are also shown in Table I. Flinear, Fconcave, and Fconvex
7TABLE I: Properties of the eight front shape functions.
F Original problem Shape
Flinear DTLZ1 [41] Linear
Fconcave DTLZ2 [41] Concave
Fconvex Convex DTLZ2 [49] Convex
Fi-linear Inverted DTLZ1 [50] Inverted, linear
Fi-concave Inverted convex DTLZ2 [51] Inverted, concave
Fi-convex Inverted DTLZ2 [51] Inverted, convex
Fdisconnected DTLZ7 [41] Disconnected, mixed
Fc-concave C2-DTLZ2 [50] Disconnected, concave
are the most basic front shape functions. Fi-linear, Fi-concave,
and Fi-convex are inverted versions of Flinear, Fconvex, and
Fconcave, respectively. It should be noted that an inverted
version of the convex Pareto front is concave, and vice versa.
Fdisconnected has the disconnected and mixed Pareto front.
Some parts of the Pareto front of Fc-concave are infeasible due
to the constraint. We select Fc-concave to demonstrate that the
proposed formulation can handle the constrained Pareto front.
In our preliminary experiments, we used the degenerate front
shape function Fdegenerate whose original problem is DTLZ5.
Fdegenerate is not a surface but a curve since it is degenerate.
Because the shape of Fdegenerate is concave, the optimal µ-
distribution on Fdegenerate is similar to that for a two-objective
problem with Fconcave. For this reason, we omit Fdegenerate.
Due to the paper length limitation, we explain only Fconcave
in this paper. We describe other front shape functions in
Section S.1 in the supplementary file. In Fconcave, the i-th
element bi of b in B is translated into the i-th element ai of
a in A on the concave Pareto front as follows:
ai =
bi
t
, (24)
where t =
√∑m
j=1 b
2
j . This translation is based on the method
of generating reference vectors in DTLZ2 described in [48].
All objective vectors obtained by (24) satisfy the following
relation of the Pareto front of DTLZ2:
∑m
i=1(fi(x
∗))2 = 1.
In addition to the eight front shape functions in Table I, we
believe that it is possible to design other front shape functions
using [48] as reference.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
This section describes experimental settings. We examine
the properties of the nine quality indicators using the eight
front shape functions in Table I. Although the number of
objectives m can be arbitrarily specified in the proposed
formulation, m is set to three in order to visually discuss
the distributions of objective vectors. We investigate the op-
timal µ-distributions with µ = 10, 15, 21, 28, 36, 45 (d =
20, 30, 42, 56, 72, 90, respectively). We select these µ values
so that we can visually discuss the distribution of objective
vectors. The distribution of objective vectors with a too large
µ value is unclear. We can also examine the influence of µ on
the optimal µ-distributions by using the various µ values.
In the proposed formulation in (20), a black-box optimizer
is necessary to find θ that minimizes a given quality indicator.
We use L-SHADE [52], which is an improved version of
differential evolution (DE) [53]. L-SHADE was the winner
of the IEEE CEC2014 competition on single-objective real-
parameter optimization. We used the Java source code of
L-SHADE provided by the authors of [52]. The default
parameter setting was used for L-SHADE. The maximum
number of function evaluations was set to 104 × d, and 31
independent runs were performed. For the constrained front
shape function Fc-concave, we use the death-penalty constraint
handling method. This is because objective vector sets are
just classified into feasible and infeasible groups as described
in Subsection S.1-E in the supplementary file. The fitness
value of an infeasible individual is an infinitely large value
so that all infeasible individuals cannot survive to the next
iteration. We compared L-SHADE to the analytical approach
that approximates the optimal µ-distributions for HV for
m = 2 [12] (see Subsection III-B). We confirmed that L-
SHADE can find the approximated optimal µ-distribution for
HV with acceptable quality for m = 2. For details, see Section
S.3 in the supplementary file.
We implemented the nine quality indicators ourselves, ex-
cept for HV. The WFG algorithm [54] was used for the
HV calculation. We used the source code of the WFG al-
gorithm provided by the authors of [54]. For PD, we carefully
translated the Matlab source code provided by the authors of
[24] into our implementation in order to speed up the PD
calculation. We confirmed that our version and the original
version output exactly the same PD value on all the front
shape functions used in our study. The source codes used in
our experiments can be downloaded from the supplementary
website (https://sites.google.com/view/optmudist).
We set the reference vector q for HV and NR2 to
(1.2, ..., 1.2)T according to [4]. We set z∗ for R2 to (0, ..., 0)T.
As mentioned in Subsection IV-A, all objective values are in
the range [0, 1] for all front shape functions. For R2 and NR2,
we generated the weight vector set W using simplex-lattice
design [55]. For IGD, IGD+, I+, and ∆, we generated the
reference vector setR by applying each front shape function F
to W as follows R = F (W ). That is, in order to generate R,
W is used in (21) instead of B (the resulting A is used as R).
For details, see Section S.2 in the supplementary file. The size
ofW andR was set to 1 035. For Fdisconnected and Fc-concave,
we set the size of R to 1 089 and 1 087, respectively. This is
due to the properties of Fdisconnected and Fc-concave.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section analyzes the nine quality indicators using their
optimal µ-distributions approximated by the proposed formu-
lation. Subsection VI-A discusses the optimal µ-distributions
for each quality indicator. Subsection VI-B examines the nine
quality indicators using the ranking information. Subsection
VI-C analyzes the generality of results for m = 3 with respect
to m. Subsection VI-D investigates a unary version of an M -
nary quality indicator.
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Fig. 2: Results on Flinear.
(a) AHV (b) AIGD
(c) AIGD+ (d) AR2
(e) ANR2 (f) AI+
(g) ASE (h) A∆
(i) APD (j) ASLD
Fig. 3: Results on Fconcave.
(a) AHV (b) AIGD
(c) AIGD+ (d) AR2
(e) ANR2 (f) AI+
(g) ASE (h) A∆
(i) APD (j) ASLD
Fig. 4: Results on Fconvex.
A. Approximated optimal µ-distributions for the nine quality
indicators
Figs. 2–9 show approximated optimal µ-distributions with
µ = 21 obtained by the proposed approach for the nine quality
indicators on the eight Pareto fronts. In Figs. 2–9, x, y, and
z axes represent f1, f2, and f3, respectively. Figs. 2–9 show
the best objective vector set found by L-SHADE among 31
runs for each quality indicator on each front shape function F .
Below, we denote the best µ-distribution for a quality indicator
I as AI (e.g., AHV). Figs. S.3–S.50 in the supplementary file
show approximated optimal µ-distributions with the other µ
values. All reference vectors in R are shown in each figure.
For the sake of comparison, Figs. 2–7 (j) show a set
of µ objective vectors generated by simplex-lattice design,
denoted as ASLD. We generated ASLD using the same method
as for generating the reference vector set R described in
Section V. Since the number of objective vectors generated by
simplex-lattice design on Fdisconnected and Fc-concave cannot
be specified arbitrarily due to their characteristics, we do not
show ASLD in Figs. 8 and 9. ASLD can be viewed as an
“ideal” objective vector set found by decomposition-based
EMOAs (e.g., NSGA-III [49]). Although the distribution of
objective vectors in ASLD is uniform, ASLD is not optimal
for all the nine quality indicators (see Subsection VI-B).
Since the distribution of objective vectors in some objective
vector sets is not uniform, one may think that the approximated
objective vector sets are far from optimal. However, as demon-
strated in Subsection VI-B using Table II, some quality indica-
tors do not prefer uniformly distributed objective vectors. For
example, as shown in Figs. 3 (j) and (h), ASLD clearly has a
better uniformity than A∆ on Fconcave. Nevertheless, Table II
shows that ∆ evaluates A∆ as better than ASLD (details are
discussed later). Such an unintuitive result may be due to a
hidden property of each quality indicator. We reemphasize that
a theoretical analysis of the optimal µ-distribution for m ≥ 3 is
difficult. For this reason, the (true and approximated) optimal
µ-distributions for almost all quality indicators have not been
investigated on the Pareto front with m ≥ 3.
Below, we individually discuss the optimal µ-distribution
for each of the nine quality indicators (AHV, AIGD, AIGD+ ,
AR2, ANR2, AI+ , ASE, A∆, and APD). Although results of
HV, IGD, and IGD+ are consistent with the previous studies,
some results of other quality indicators provide insightful
information. Our findings are summarized in Section VII.
1) AHV: It should be noted that the optimal µ-distribution
for HV significantly depends on the position of the reference
vector q [4]. Objective vectors in AHV are on the edge and
the center of the Pareto front for all the front shape functions,
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(c) AIGD+ (d) AR2
(e) ANR2 (f) AI+
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Fig. 5: Results on Fi-linear.
(a) AHV (b) AIGD
(c) AIGD+ (d) AR2
(e) ANR2 (f) AI+
(g) ASE (h) A∆
(i) APD (j) ASLD
Fig. 6: Results on Fi-concave.
(a) AHV (b) AIGD
(c) AIGD+ (d) AR2
(e) ANR2 (f) AI+
(g) ASE (h) A∆
(i) APD (j) ASLD
Fig. 7: Results on Fi-convex.
except for Fconvex and Fi-convex. These observations on the
convex Pareto fronts are consistent with the previous studies
[12], [15], [4]. When µ is small, AHV does not contain
the extreme objective vectors even for the linear front shape
function Flinear (e.g., AHV with µ = 10 shown in Fig. S.3 in
the supplementary file). As µ increases, AHV covers the edge
of the Pareto front on most front shape functions.
2) AIGD: The distribution of objective vectors in AIGD
is uniform on most front shape functions, even including
Fc-concave. However, objective vectors in AIGD on all front
shape functions are not on the edge of the Pareto front. Thus,
IGD may incorrectly evaluate the spread quality of objective
vector sets. The poor spread quality of AIGD is consistent
with the previous studies [3], [31].
3) AIGD+ : Our results are consistent with the results
presented in [31]. The distribution of objective vectors in
AIGD+ is almost the same as that in AIGD on Flinear and
similar to that in AHV on the other front shape functions. As
the µ value increases, the distributions of objective vectors in
AIGD+ and AHV become more similar. For details, see Figs.
S.3–S.50 in the supplementary file.
4) AR2: Objective vectors in AR2 are densely distributed
in the center of the Pareto front for Flinear, Fconcave, and
Fconvex. These results are consistent with the previous study
[17] for m = 2. However, our results on Fi-linear and Fi-concave
are inconsistent with [17]. Only one objective vector in AR2
is in the center of the Pareto front for Fi-linear. Almost all
objective vectors in AR2 are on the edge of the Pareto front.
Similarly, all objective vectors in AR2 are on the edge of the
Pareto front for Fi-concave. When µ is set to a larger value,
AR2 contains a few objective vectors on the center of the
Pareto front for Fi-concave as shown in Figs. S.3–S.50.
Our inconsistent results on Fi-linear and Fi-concave are
mainly due to the inverted triangular Pareto front. The anal-
ysis presented in [51] shows that some decomposition-based
EMOAs (e.g., MOEA/D and NSGA-III) perform poorly on
problems with inverted triangular Pareto fronts. This is because
the shape of the distribution of weight vectors used in the
decomposition-based EMOAs is different from the shape of
the Pareto front. Since R2 uses the weight vector set W that
is similar to decomposition-based EMOAs, R2 is likely to have
a similar issue in decomposition-based EMOAs for m = 3.
5) ANR2: Since NR2 was designed to approximate the
HV value, ANR2 is very similar to AHV for all front shape
functions. Although NR2 is the modified version of R2, ANR2
is dissimilar to AR2. For example, AR2 does not contain any
objective vector in the center of the Pareto front for Fi-concave.
In contrast,ANR2 contains some objective vectors in the center
of the Pareto front for Fi-concave that is similar to AHV.
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Fig. 8: Approximated optimal µ-distributions on Fdisconnected.
(a) AHV (b) AIGD (c) AIGD+
(d) AR2 (e) ANR2 (f) AI+
(g) ASE (h) A∆ (i) APD
Fig. 9: Approximated optimal µ-distributions on Fc-concave.
6) AI+ : As mentioned in Subsection III-B, the optimal
µ-distributions for I+ on m = 2 were investigated in [19].
However, our results on m = 3 are inconsistent with [19].
The distribution of objective vectors in AI+ is not uniform
for all front shape functions (except for Fi-concave). Thus, our
results show that optimal µ-distributions for I+ depend on the
choice of m. As pointed out in [5], the I+ value of a given
objective vector set A depends only on one objective value of
one objective vector in A. This property of I+ may influence
its optimal µ-distributions on m = 3 in a complicated manner.
An in-depth analysis of the optimal µ-distributions for I+ on
m = 3 is another future work.
7) ASE: Similar to AIGD, the distribution of objective
vectors in ASE is uniform for all front shape functions. In
contrast, objective vectors in ASE are more widely distributed
than those in AIGD. For example, while objective vectors in
AIGD are densely distributed in the center of the Pareto front
for Fconvex, those in ASE cover the whole Pareto front. We
can conclude that SE evaluates the quality of objective vector
sets in terms of both uniformity and spread.
However, most objective vectors in ASE are on the edge
of the Pareto front (especially on Fdisconnected). Even as the
µ value increases, this characteristic can be still found (see
Figs. S.3–S.50). Thus, SE may overestimate a set of objective
vectors on the edge of the Pareto front.
8) A∆: Since A∆ contains the extreme objective vectors
on all F , ∆ can evaluate the spread quality of objective vector
sets. In contrast, the distribution of objective vectors in A∆
is far from uniform. Thus, ∆ may incorrectly evaluate the
uniformity quality of objective vector sets.
∆ uses a pairwise distance between two closest objective
vectors. As pointed out in [15], this calculation scheme in ∆
can provide misleading results in some cases. This is because
∆ does not consider the distance between non-closest objective
vectors. In fact, objective vectors in A∆ for Flinear seem to
be connected in a chained manner (e.g., see Fig. 2 (h)). In
contrast, SE handles the distance between all pairs of two
objective vectors. Thus, SE does not have this issue in ∆.
It should be noted that the misleading results by ∆ have
already been reported in [15], [5]. Thus, this observation is
not new. Our contribution here is that we find and analyze
A∆ on the eight front shape functions. The above-mentioned
unintuitive distribution of objective vectors inA∆ has not been
investigated in the literature.
9) APD: Unlike the other quality indicators, PD evaluates
the dissimilarity between objective vectors. For this reason,
the distribution of objective vectors in APD is not uniform on
all front shape functions. This observation is consistent with
the property of PD reported in [24], [5]. Also, APD does not
contain all the three extreme objective vectors in most cases.
Interestingly, at least two objective vectors in APD overlap.
Since some objective vectors in APD completely overlap on
Fi-concave and Fdisconnected, it looks like that µ is less than
21. Thus, PD may overestimate an objective vector set that
contains similar objective vectors. Although we calculated the
PD value using the translated version of the original source
code as explained in Section V, we can obtain exactly the
same results even using the original one.
To understand the influence of overlapping objective vectors
on PD, we slightly modified one of overlapping objective
vectors in APD on Flinear (Fig. 5 (i)). Two resulting objective
vector sets are denoted as Amod1PD and A
mod2
PD . Fig. S.2 in
the supplementary file shows the distribution of objective
vectors in Amod1PD and A
mod2
PD on Flinear. The distribution of
objective vectors in Amod1PD and A
mod2
PD is more diverse than
that in APD. Nevertheless, Amod1PD and A
mod2
PD are evaluated
as worse than APD as follows: PD(APD) = 1.74 × 105,
PD(Amod1PD ) = 1.32 × 105, and PD(Amod2PD ) = 1.22 × 105.
Recall that PD is to be maximized.
Our observation may be due to the sensitivity of PD to
the order of objective vectors. PD constructs a tree based on
µ objective vectors a1, ...,aµ in an objective vector set A.
In this procedure, each objective vector is greedily linked to
its nearest unreplicated objective vector in lexical order (i.e.,
from a1 to aµ). The resulting tree depends on the order of the
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TABLE II: Rankings of the nine approximated optimal µ-distributions (AHV, ..., APD) and ASLD by each quality indicator on Fconcave.
AHV AIGD AIGD+ AR2 ANR2 AI+ ASE A∆ APD ASLD
HV 1 10 3 5 2 7 4 8 9 6
IGD 9 1 10 7 8 2 4 6 5 3
IGD+ 2 9 1 4 3 7 5 8 10 6
R2 2 10 4 1 3 8 5 7 9 6
NR2 2 10 3 5 1 7 4 8 9 6
I+ 3 5 6 4 2 1 8 9 10 7
SE 7 6 4 3 5 8 1 9 10 2
∆ 9 3 6 4 7 5 2 1 10 8
PD 7 5 8 3 9 2 6 4 1 10
Avg. 4.2 5.9 4.5 3.6 4.0 4.7 3.9 6.0 7.3 5.4
objective vectors. We arranged the objective vectors in APD
on Flinear in reverse order (i.e., from aµ to a1). The resulting
objective vector set is denoted as Amod3PD . Although A
mod3
PD
and APD contain exactly the same objective vectors, Amod3PD
is evaluated as worse than APD in terms of PD as follows:
PD(Amod3PD ) = 1.29 × 105. Overlapping objective vectors
in APD may help to construct a larger tree by implicitly
exploiting the lexical characteristic of PD.
B. Ranking information based analysis
In Subsection VI-A, we analyzed the nine quality indicators
using the optimal µ-distributions. Here, we examine the nine
quality indicators using the ranking information.
Table II shows the rankings of the nine approximated opti-
mal µ-distributions (AHV, ...,APD) andASLD by each quality
indicator on Fconcave. The average ranking values are reported
at the bottom of Table II. Tables S.2–S.6 in the supplementary
file show the rankings on Flinear, Fconvex, Fi-linear, Fi-concave,
and Fi-convex, respectively. Since ASLD cannot be generated
on Fdisconnected and Fc-concave, the rankings for Fdisconnected
and Fc-concave are not shown. Note that the quality indicator
called “SLD” does not exist. Recall that ASLD is generated
by simplex-lattice design. Due to the paper length limitation,
we mainly explain the results on Fconcave.
On the one hand, from each row in Table II, we can read the
ranking of the ten objective vector sets by the corresponding
quality indicator on Fconcave. For example, HV evaluates AHV
and AIGD as the best and the worst, respectively. On the other
hand, from each column in Table II, we can read the ranking of
the corresponding objective vector set by the nine indicators.
For example, ASE is ranked at fourth by HV, IGD, and NR2.
The average ranking value of each objective vector set in the
bottom row of Table II (i.e., average value of each column)
means how highly the corresponding objective vector set is
evaluated by all the nine quality indicators. AR2 performs the
best among the 10 objective vector sets on Fconcave in terms of
the average ranking values. Thus, a good objective vector set
with respect to R2 may be highly evaluated by the other quality
indicators on Fconcave. In contrast, APD performs the worst in
terms of the average ranking values. This result indicates that a
good objective vector set with respect to PD may be evaluated
as inferior to other objective vector sets by the other quality
indicators on Fconcave. These results are useful for selecting
TABLE III: Kendall τ values of the nine indicator on Fconcave.
HV IGD IGD+ R2 NR2 I+ SE ∆ PD
HV 1.00 -0.60 0.82 0.78 0.96 0.33 0.24 -0.24 -0.42
IGD -0.60 1.00 -0.69 -0.56 -0.56 -0.02 -0.02 0.20 0.20
IGD+ 0.82 -0.69 1.00 0.69 0.78 0.33 0.33 -0.16 -0.42
R2 0.78 -0.56 0.69 1.00 0.73 0.29 0.29 -0.11 -0.29
NR2 0.96 -0.56 0.78 0.73 1.00 0.38 0.29 -0.20 -0.47
I+ 0.33 -0.02 0.33 0.29 0.38 1.00 -0.07 -0.11 -0.11
SE 0.24 -0.02 0.33 0.29 0.29 -0.07 1.00 0.16 -0.47
∆ -0.24 0.20 -0.16 -0.11 -0.20 -0.11 0.16 1.00 0.11
PD -0.42 0.20 -0.42 -0.29 -0.47 -0.11 -0.47 0.11 1.00
a quality indicator used in indicator-based EMOAs. Note that
the best objective vector set in terms of the average ranking
values depends on the choice of F . For example, Table S.4
shows that AR2 performs the second worst on Fi-linear.
Each quality indicator I evaluates its optimal µ-distribution
AI as the best. For this reason, all diagonal elements in Table
II are “1”. The same results can be found in the rankings
on the other front shape functions, except for the ranking of
AIGD+ by IGD+ on Flinear in Table S.2 and ANR2 by NR2
on Fi-concave in Table S.5. IGD+ and NR2 evaluate AIGD and
AHV as the best in Tables S.2 and S.5, respectively. These
exceptional results are due to the similarity between IGD and
IGD+, and the similarity between HV and NR2.
As in [38], Table III shows the rank-based nonlinear Kendall
rank correlation τ values of the nine quality indicator on
Fconcave. Tables S.7–S.11 in the supplementary file show the
τ values of the nine quality indicator on Flinear, Fconvex,
Fi-linear, Fi-concave, and Fi-convex, respectively. The τ value
in Table III represents the similarity of the rankings by two
quality indicators I1 and I2 on the 10 objective vector sets
(AHV, ..., ASLD). The τ values in Table III are symmetric.
The range of the τ value is [−1, 1]. While the non-negative
τ value means that I1 and I2 are consistent with each other,
the negative τ value means that I1 and I2 are inconsistent
with each other. For example, Table III shows that HV is
inconsistent with IGD (τ = −0.60), but HV is consistent with
IGD+ (τ = 0.82).
As seen from Table II, no optimal µ-distribution is ranked
as the best by multiple quality indicators due to the conflicting
properties of the nine quality indicators. For example, AIGD
is ranked as the best by IGD but the worst by HV, R2, and
NR2. In contrast, the rankings by HV and NR2 are almost the
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same on all front shape functions (except for the rankings of
AHV and ANR2). In fact, the τ value of HV and NR2 in Table
III is 0.96, which indicates HV and NR2 are highly correlated
with each other. Although the rankings by IGD and IGD+
are almost the same on the linear Pareto fronts (Flinear and
Fi-linear), they are dissimilar on the non-linear Pareto fronts
(Fconcave, Fconvex, Fi-concave, and Fi-convex). The τ value of
IGD and IGD+ in Table III is also −0.60 on Fconcave. These
results of IGD and IGD+ are consistent with [40], [31].
The simplex lattice-based ASLD can be viewed as the
optimal objective vector set obtained by decomposition-based
EMOAs. Since ASLD has a good uniformity, ASLD is eval-
uated as the second best by SE on Fconcave. In contrast,
ASLD is evaluated as “poor” by the other quality indicators
in most cases (except for the results on Fi-linear in Table
S.4). In fact, the distribution of objective vectors in ASLD
is not identical to optimal µ-distributions for the nine quality
indicators (see Figs. 2–7). The poor results of ASLD suggest
that decomposition-based EMOAs need an adaptive weight
vector method considering the optimal µ-distributions for a
given quality indicator.
C. Analysis for m ≥ 4
Since it is almost impossible to clearly show the distribution
of objective vectors of a problem with m ≥ 4 in an under-
standable manner [56], [57], this paper focused on m = 3. We
reemphasize that our analysis for m = 3 itself is already an
important contribution to the EMO community. Nevertheless,
it is interesting to investigate whether the results for m = 3
can be generalized to the case of m ≥ 4.
Since the distribution of objective vectors for m ≥ 4 is
unclear, our analysis here is based on the ranking information
as in Subsection VI-B. Tables S.12–S.23 in the supplementary
file show the rankings of the nine approximated optimal µ-
distributions (AHV, ..., APD) with µ = 21 by each qual-
ity indicator on six front shape functions (Flinear, Fconcave,
Fconvex, Fi-linear, Fi-concave, and Fi-convex) with m = 5 and
8, respectively. Since ASLD with µ = 21 cannot be generated
for m = 5 and 8, ASLD is removed from this experiment. The
size of the reference point set R was set to 3 060 for m = 5
and 5 148 for m = 8. We generated R for m = 8 using
the two-layered version of simplex-lattice design [49]. Tables
S.24–S.35 in the supplementary file also show the Kendall
rank correlation τ values of the nine quality indicators on the
six front shape functions with m = 5 and 8, respectively.
Although most results for m ≥ 4 are consistent with the
results for m = 3, some exceptional results can be found.
ASE is ranked as the best by ∆ on Flinear and Fi-linear
with m = 8, and Fconvex and Fi-concave with m ∈ {5, 8}.
This means that a better approximated optimal µ-distribution
for ∆ can be found by optimizing SE. Similarly, AR2 is
ranked as the best by I+ on Fi-concave with m ∈ {5, 8}.
This may be because of the problem difficulty in finding
the optimal µ-distribution for ∆ and I+. For example, as
mentioned in Subsection VI, the I+ value of A depends only
on one objective value of one objective vector in A. As in
the Schwefel 2.21 function f(x) = maxi∈{1,...,n}{|xi|} [58],
TABLE IV: Best objective vector sets on each front shape function
with m ∈ {3, 5, 8} in terms of the average ranking.
Flinear Fconcave Fconvex Fi-linear Fi-concave Fi-convex
3 AHV , ANR2 AR2 AHV AHV AHV AHV
5 ANR2, A∆ ANR2 AHV ANR2 AHV AIGD+
8 A∆ AIGD+ AIGD AIGD+ AHV AIGD+
this property of I+ can incorporate a strong nonseparability
between variables θ1, ..., θd in the proposed formulation. In
addition, this property can make some areas of the fitness
landscape of the proposed formulation plateaus. These prob-
lem difficulties become pronounced with the increase of m.
A landscape analysis of the proposed formulation for each
quality indicator is needed for deeper understanding.
Table IV shows the best objective vector sets on each F with
m ∈ {3, 5, 8} in terms of the average ranking. We can see that
the best objective vector set in terms of the average ranking
depends on m in addition to the choice of F . For example,
AR2, ANR2, and AIGD+ perform the best on Fconcave with
m = 3, 5, and 8, respectively. These results indicate the
necessity of an adaptive indicator selection mechanism in
indicator-based EMOAs (e.g., [34]).
In addition, the correlation between HV and NR2 becomes
weak with the increase of m. For example, the τ values of HV
and NR2 on Flinear are 0.96 for m = 3, 0.89 for m = 5, and
0.22 for m = 8 (see Tables III, S.24, and S.30, respectively).
This observation indicates that the approximation performance
of NR2 is likely to deteriorate with the increase of m.
In summary, the results here show that some results for
m = 3 cannot be always generalized to the case of m ≥ 4.
Thus, our observations are only for m = 3 as emphasized
in the title of this paper. Further analysis for many-objective
problems is need in future research.
D. Analysis of a unary version of an M -nary indicator
As in I+, some binary or M -nary quality indicators can
be converted into their unary versions by using the reference
vector set R as the compared vector set. However, it is ques-
tionable that such a converted unary quality indicator works
well. Here, we demonstrate that the proposed formulation can
be useful to analyze the unary version of an M -nary indicator.
Since a number of M -nary quality indicators have been
proposed, it is very difficult to investigate all of them. Instead,
we selected the diversity comparison indicator (DCI) [59]
since it is recommended in [5]. DCI relatively compares M
objective vector sets A1, ..., AM . A large DCI value indicates
that the corresponding A has a good diversity among A1, ...,
AM . We explain DCI in Section S.4 in the supplementary file.
For the DCI calculation, we used the source code provided by
the authors of [59].
We converted DCI into the unary indicator using the refer-
ence vector set R. To generate R, we used the same method
described in Section V. Thus, the DCI value of A is obtained
by comparing A to R by DCI. As recommend in [59], we set
div in DCI to 19 for m = 3 in this study. Since we want to
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(a) ADCI21 (b) ADCI28
Fig. 10: ADCI21 and ADCI28 on Flinear.
examine the general property of DCI, we did not finely tune
div for each F . We set µ to 21. We investigate the influence of
the size of R on DCI. Below, we denote DCI with |R| = 21
and |R| = 28 as DCI21 and DCI28, respectively.
Fig. 10 shows the distribution of objective vectors in
ADCI21 and ADCI28 on Flinear. Figs. S.51–S.55 in the sup-
plementary file show ADCI21 (and ADCI28) on Fconcave,
Fconvex, Fi-linear, Fi-concave, and Fi-convex, respectively. On
the one hand, Fig. 10 (a) shows that the objective vec-
tors in ADCI21 are uniformly distributed. Thus, DCI21 is
likely to prefer uniformly distributed objective vectors. In
fact, DCI21(ADCI21) = 1 and DCI21(ASLD) = 1, where
ASLD is shown in Fig. 2 (j). On the other hand, Fig. 10
(b) shows that the distribution of the objective vectors in
ADCI28 is not uniform. This result means that DCI28 does
not prefer uniformly distributed objective vectors. Actually,
DCI28 evaluates ADCI28 as better than ASLD as follows:
DCI28(ADCI28) = 0.75 and DCI28(ASLD) = 0.67.
In summary, we can conclude that it is possible to design a
unary version of DCI, but its result is sensitive to the size ofR.
In the unary version of DCI, the size of R and µ should be the
same. Otherwise, non-uniformly distributed objective vectors
are highly evaluated by DCI (as shown in Fig. 10 (b)).
VII. CONCLUSION
We have analyzed the nine quality indicators using their
approximated optimal µ-distributions for m = 3. First, we
proposed the problem formulation of finding the optimal µ-
distribution for each quality indicator on Pareto fronts for ar-
bitrary number of objectives (m ≥ 2). Then, we approximated
the optimal µ-distributions for the nine quality indicators on
the Pareto fronts of eight problems with m = 3. We analyzed
the nine quality indicators based on the optimal µ-distribution
based approach and the ranking information based approach.
We also examined the generality of results for m = 3 with
respect to m and a unary version of an M -nary indicator.
Our observations for m = 3 can be summarized as follows:
i) Objective vectors in the approximated optimal µ-
distributions for R2 are biased on the edge of the Pareto
front for Fi-linear and Fi-concave. These results for m = 3
are inconsistent with the results for m = 2.
ii) The approximated optimal µ-distributions for NR2 and
HV are similar. NR2 and HV are correlated with each
other in terms of the Kendall rank correlation (τ = 0.96
on Fconcave). Thus, NR2 can substitute for HV.
iii) While the optimal µ-distributions for I+ for m = 2 are
almost uniform, those for m = 3 are not uniform even
on the linear front.
iv) Although SE can evaluate both uniformity and spread
quality of objective vector sets, SE prefers objective
vectors that are on the edge of the Pareto front.
v) Since the optimal µ-distributions for ∆ are far from
uniform, ∆ may incorrectly evaluate the uniformity
quality of objective vector sets.
vi) PD may overestimate an objective vector set with a
small dissimilarity. PD is also sensitive to the order of
objective vectors.
vii) Most quality indicators evaluate objective vectors
generated by simplex-lattice design as poor. Thus,
decomposition-based EMOAs need an adaptive weight
vector method when they try to search for a good ob-
jective vector set with respect to each quality indicator.
viii) A unary version of DCI is sensitive to the size of the
reference vector set.
We emphasize that the above-mentioned observations on
the Pareto front for m = 3 could not be obtained without
searching for the optimal distributions of objective vectors by
the proposed problem formulation. As shown in Subsection
VI-C, our results for m = 3 cannot be always generalized
to the case of m ≥ 4. Further analysis is needed for many-
objective problems in future research.
A further analysis of the optimal µ-distributions for R2 and
I+ on the Pareto front for m = 3 is needed. The undesirable
property of PD could be addressed by using an algorithm for
finding a minimum spanning tree (e.g., [60]). The problem
of finding the optimal µ-distribution in the proposed problem
formulation itself can be viewed as a “real-world” black-box
single-objective optimization problem. Although we used L-
SHADE in this paper, we believe that benchmarking various
single-objective optimizers on the proposed problem formu-
lation is beneficial for both the EMO community and the
evolutionary single-objective optimization community.
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